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Hello and welcome to another
action packed GameOn Mag!
With E3 coming up fast, all of our
time is going into preparation
for the big event. Keep an eye
out for next months issue,
which will be jam packed with
all kinds of goodies from E3.
The Editor.
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Call of Duty: Black Ops

Call of Duty: Black Ops
The Call of Duty series is arguably the most
widely recognised and popular gaming series
of the current generation. With Call of Duty:
Modern Warfare 2 selling like hot cakes and
proving popular with fans and critics alike, it
was simply a matter of time before the next title
was unveiled. At a recent press event, GameOn
were given the opportunity to see two levels
from the upcoming Call of Duty: Black Ops.
With the recent controversy regarding Infinity
Ward and Activision, it is perhaps best that the
latest title is being developed by Treyarch. The
studio is clearly dedicated to the series and has
been working on the game for over a year already,
with development beginning as World at War
was completed. Black Ops created something
of a stir in the gaming community when the
early teaser trailers were revealed, showcasing a
radically different setting from the World War II
orientated titles Treyarch have become known
for. Moving the series to more recent conflicts, á
la Modern Warfare 2 seems like a wise decision
and the emphasis on covert operations allows
a whole new set of situations to be explored.
Black Ops takes place during the Cold War and the
two levels we saw showcased radically different
locations and events. The first mission began with
the take-off of an SR-71 Blackbird reconnaissance
plane, which moves into position high up over
the Russian mountains, during the height of the
political tension in 1968. A Black-Ops team is
required to investigate a weapon-making facility

in the Soviet Union and, to begin with, you act
as one of the SR-71 pilots conducting a recon of
the area. In an unusual move for the series there
appears to be some brief RTS moments as you
are required to direct a squad from an on-board
monitor, manoeuvring them to avoid enemy
patrols. However, before you get too worried, the
action zooms in and places you in the traditional
first-person shoes of your protagonist. While this is
admittedly brief, it acts as a nice introduction to the
level, setting the scene in an interesting new way.
First impressions are that the graphics remain
similar to the preceding Modern Warfare 2, which
in itself is no bad thing as they are crisp and
atmospheric. As the mission really begins both
you and your team lie underneath banks of snow
while nearby enemy troops edge terrifyingly
close. Once they pass, you emerge into the frosty
daylight, which brings to mind the Cliff-hanger
mission from Modern Warfare 2. Evading a small
patrol, consisting of a few troops and guard dogs
(they’re back) you reach the edge of a cliff. Here
you rappel down, holding the left trigger and
releasing it to “charge” your abseil pushes. Soon
enough though, the action really kicks off, with an
impressive slow motion rappel-entry into a control
room, that’s briefly glimpsed in the early trailers. As
you break through the windows, time-slows down
in a way similar to the entry points from MW2’s
Special Ops missions. The enemies are swiftly
dispatched with some frantic headshots and the
level opens up to a more open exterior section.
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Here the gameplay can change depending upon
your playing style, with the option given to either
go in all guns blazing or to try a more Black Ops
stealthy approach. We saw both of these in action,
with the first few guards taken out silently with a
rather vicious looking scoped crossbow. Choosing
each shot carefully is vital to avoid alerting any
of the guards, but soon the temptation of some
explosive kills proved too much. Switching the
crossbow’s ammunition to explosive-tipped darts,
soon enemies were flying in all directions with
the help of a petrol tanker placed nearby. The
series’ gameplay looks as solid and fast paced as
ever with the gunplay fast and frantic, especially
during an intense indoor firefight that had enemies
assaulting from all angles. The mission itself was
brought to a close with the kind of cinematic setpiece that Call of Duty has really become known
for, although we won’t spoil the details for you.

The second mission proved very different from the
previous Black Ops insertion and instead brought
to mind the intense, vicious fighting seen in some
of the series’ most memorable battles. Aptly titled
“Slaughterhouse”, this level takes place during one of
the bloodiest battles of the Vietnam War at Hue City
as it is attacked by the Vietcong. The mission starts
with a dramatic helicopter crash and doesn’t let up as
you find yourself in some truly brutal close-quarters
combat. Wielding an SPAS-12 shotgun, the combat is
short, intense and bloody with the dismemberment
from World at War returning to gut-churning effect.
“Slaughterhouse” shows off what else Call of Duty
excels at, the no-holds-barred forceful depiction of
combat which is challenging to play. As the level
progressed we saw the return of designating targets,
used occasionally in World at War, which was used
to take out areas of heavy resistance in order to
continue with the assistance of a helicopter gunship.
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Both levels were impressive to witness and there
has clearly been a very close attention to detail.
The settings and environments have all been
carefully worked on, with the aid of genuine Black
Ops consultants to try and create something which
is faithful to its source material while still being
cinematic. Treyarch commented that they have gone
over levels multiple times during development to
ensure that they meet the expectations of fans, to the
point where they have even redesigned sections to
ensure that the pacing is as strong as possible. This
certainly seemed to be the case with both of the above
levels, which demonstrated the classic gameplay
of the series in some new and fresh locations.

While Treyarch are understandably keeping the
multiplayer heavily under wraps at the moment,
it is understood that there will be 4 player online
co-op and a 2 player split-screen offline mode
for the single player campaign. When put under
a barrage of questions about the possibility of
the zombie mode returning, they were rather coy
but emphasised that they were definitely looking
into including a number of fun game modes.
When asked about the pressure of dealing with one
of the largest franchises in gaming the development
team commentated that they wouldn’t let this affect
them. Instead they were focusing all their efforts on
crafting the best Call of Duty game possible and with
over a years work behind them already, it looks to be
shaping up well. However, with some fans slightly
sceptical of Treyarch’s previous instalments of the series
it remains to be seen whether they can be won over.
There are noticeable similarities in the gameplay to
previous titles, in particular Modern Warfare and its
sequel. Perhaps the biggest challenge that Treyarch
face will be to move beyond the long shadows cast
by these games and to place their own distinctive
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Call of Duty: Black Ops Developers - Mark Lamia & Josh Olin
mark on Black Ops. On the basis of these levels it
certainly seems possible, especially if the story will be
as involving as promised, with the player-character
receiving a voice for the first time. If the single player
campaign can deliver on these new and exciting
set-pieces then
undoubtedly Black
Ops will not only help
to move the Call of
Duty series forwards
with a new setting but
also silence a few of
the sceptics. With more
details still to emerge
about the game’s
expansive multiplayer,
this is currently one of
the hottest releases
on the horizon:
November 9th can’t
come soon enough.

Written by

Chris Wakefield
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Transformers: War for Cybertron
The Transformers series has always had a
special place in many people’s hearts and
the recent live-action films have brought
the franchise to a new generation. However,
while both the film and television series have
enjoyed commercial and critical success,
Transformers games have been much more
mixed. With Transformers: War for Cybertron
being released later this month could this be
the game that fans have been waiting for?
Transformers: War for Cybertron takes place
before the Transformers have made contact
with Earth and is set on their homeworld while
the Decepticons and the Autobots battle for
supremacy. Acting as an official prequel to the
original series, there is clearly a lot of respect
for the franchise with the developers eager to
please the hardcore fans of the series as well
as more casual players. The development team
from High Moon Studios has worked closely
with Hasbro to ensure that the story is both
engaging and authentic to the Transformers
universe and it certainly looks promising. With
both Autobot and Decepticon campaigns,

different character’s backgrounds will be
explored, looking in detail at Megatron’s
history and how Optimus became a Prime.
The single player campaign allows you to choose
one of three characters at the start of each
level, giving you the freedom to experiment
with different playing styles. Alongside this the
campaign is co-operative for up to three players,
who can drop in and out at any point, with the
game’s AI taking over if someone leaves. The
gameplay looks like a solid third person action
title and the opening levels where the Autobots
defend their city against attacking Decepticon
forces had some impressive visuals and setpieces. Transformers: War for Cybertron has some
nice subtle touches which help to create the
unique universe. When selecting and swapping
between weapons they actually transform
rather than simply cycle and doors and elevators
are all complicated mechanisms which fit in
nicely in building an authentic Cybertron.
The third person gameplay seems to have
some interesting mechanics to make use of
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the Transformers abilities, with some enemies
requiring specific tactics to be taken down. Some
of the opponents are heavily armoured at the
front and in order to destroy them it is necessary
to transform into vehicular form in order to gain
the speed needed to outmanoeuvre them. Once
you’ve managed this you can then transform and
hit them with your most powerful weapons which
seems like a good touch to help add variety and
force you to plan your encounters more tactically.
Transformers: War for Cybertron
promises a selection of
different level styles to
help make use of the
range of different
Transformers.
Instead of the
game being
purely a thirdperson action
title there are
certain levels
which utilise
characters
with flight
abilities. These
missions
involve
some fastpaced space
combat
mixed with
some thirdperson
sections
which
seem
more
intense
and
frantic
than
the standard template. From an Autobot space
combat mission there were sections with space

dog fighting, a dash through exploding and
collapsing scenery and a large boss fight with a
Decepticon space station defender. While this
didn’t look particularly original it seemed to be
handled very well and certainly looked impressive.
In an interesting move alongside the co-operative
aspect to the title’s campaigns there is now a
dedicated multiplayer mode which we were lucky
enough to get some hands-on time with on a variety
of different game modes. The first was a standard
team deathmatch mode which highlighted
the integrated levelling and
multiplayer bonuses which
bring to mind the Call of
Duty titles. The game
is a class-based
shooter where
you design
and
create
your
own

Transformer
using a
variety of
different body shapes and colour options. The
four classes are all multiplayer staples including
Leader (commander and all-rounder), Scout
(fast-paced hit-and-run class), Soldier (dedicated
combat class) and Scientist (healer). However,
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fulfilling certain tasks and requirements as well as
getting kills nets you experienced which is then used
to level up. Once you obtain certain levels you can
select a variety of perks and abilities that offer you
advantages in the different game modes. This added
a pleasing new dimension to multiplayer and using a

combination of classes and perks worked
well at beating the enemy team.
The “Conquest” game mode is a King of the Hill style
control point setting where different teams have to
hold three flags to earn points. In this mode the Leader’s
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perks were particularly useful with “War Cry” allowing
your teammates to do extra damage while they are
close by which is perfect for capturing and defending
your team’s control zones. The importance of having
a selection of different classes was also evident with a
Scientist repairing teammates and a Scout racing ahead
to capture points while the enemy were distracted.
The final mode we played was “Power Struggle” where
there is a single control point which moves throughout
the level which must be captured and held to earn
points. This was a much faster paced and intense
mode with lots of close-combat and quick kills that
was more suited to the Soldier class’ rocket splash
damage. Power Struggle also showed off the ability
to transform allowing you to switch to your vehicular
mode and escape the action to find some armour or
to retreat to your teammates before switching back
and joining the fight. The multiplayer was surprising
as it was far more developed than the standard game
modes that you would expect and was really rather fun
to play. The extra modes promised sound interesting
with a Gears of War 2 style Horde mode called
“Escalation” which has you and several teammates

fighting off waves of progressively harder robots.
Transformers: War for Cybertron promises a
selection of multiplayer modes with an emphasis
on traditional destruction combined with Call of
Duty style levelling and perks, which seems like a
winning combination. If the single player story and
gameplay can deliver on the fans’ expectations and
provide diverse gameplay then this looks like it could
finally be the Transformers game that people have
wanted for over 20 years. With a release date of June
22nd 2010 on PS3, Xbox 360 and PC there’s a lot
here for Transformers fans to get excited about.

Written by

Chris Wakefield
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Sam and Max: The Devils Playhouse - Ep 2
Sam and Max: The Devils Playhouse
Episode 2: The Tomb of Sammun-Mak
NEED TO KNOW

Publisher
Telltale
Players
Single
Released
May, 2010
Age Rating 10+

So after a four week break from the season it’s
nice to be back and get my grubby little hands
on the next episode. So what will happen this
time? We were left with a bit of a cliff hanger
ending last time. Let’s go and find out.
Like always in these reviews there will be
no spoilers just my thoughts and opinions
of this episode and what it does better or
even worse than the last one. I just wanted
to point that out incase you thought I was
going to ruin the whole episode for you.
The game starts with a brief recap of what
happened in the last episode in case you didn’t
play it or simply cant remember. After this brief
intro you are shown a few cut scenes before
you are flung into the latest episode. Unlike the

last episode the story is split into four parts, the
whole system works that these are four parts
of the story line. In this episode you will have
to connect the dots to link each of the parts
together and finally get the full story on what has
happened. The whole system reminds me of how
the game Day of Tentacle worked by having you,
the player, switch between different parts of the
story I.E. the past the present and the future.
This allows for the puzzles to get a little harder
due to the fact the story line itself isn’t linear and
you will need to frequently move backwards and
forwards between the four parts of the story to
get the solutions to most of the puzzles. With
this system though there is a few problems.
The first problem is that the first time you start
the game you will find yourself almost stuck as
you cant seem to get where you need to go or
even get some of the objects which you need to
progress. This is mainly because the whole system
of switching between the different sections of
the storyline is not inherently obvious to the
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player as no real tutorial about this system is
available. While this system works well for the
puzzles once you have gotten used to it, I do
find that most of the story line seems to be
a bit miss mashed and you will pretty much
figure out the whole story before the finish.
Unfortunately the control system is still flawed
and on a number of occasions I found that Sam
got stuck on objects which he shouldn’t of been
stuck to making it almost impossible to walk
around an area. The problem again is the fact
that am having to resort back to the keyboard
keys to navigate around the game as I find the
mouse isn’t responsive enough or just doesn’t do

what I need it to do for moving around the game.
Max’s powers are back and again from the first
episode and they are the thing that you will probably
be using most to solve puzzles through out the game.
Once again you will start the game with powers which
you have to unlock throughout your progress just to
give you a taster of whats to come. The good thing is
that the powers you are using are brand new to this
episode and they wont be any powers which are from
the first episode, which I think is a good idea as Max’s
power of seeing into the future I thought was a little
too powerful and gave the game away quiet easily.
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The last thing I want to
mention is that in its
own right this game can
stand on its own merit
and a lot of the Sam and
Max episodes have been
this way. Unlike some of
the other episodic titles
which seem to lead from
one thing to the next
and keeping a cast of
NPC’s. These episodes
seem to be able to tell
its own story within
the greater story allowing users to drop in and
drop out of these games and also in a sense to not
really need to follow the main story line at all.
Like in the previous episode the graphics are spot on
again. Obviously they haven’t updated the graphics
system but the different locations that you go to in
this episode all look fantastic and are great fun to
explore, as well the voice acting is spot on and all
the new NPC’s seem to fit perfectly into the story

This has been another great episode for the Sam and
Max series and while the game play has taken a slightly
different approach I think it was a good idea to mix
and match and the way the games are played out even
though they are all Adventure games I hope that they
continue to use these different styles and mechanics
that keep the game fresh and the puzzles challenging.

Written by

playability
longevity
graphics
sound
overall
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Simon Poulton-Bonds
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alan wake
NEED TO KNOW
Publisher
Players
Released
Age Rating

Microsoft
Single
May, 2010
16+

Alan Wake is a game with a lot to live up to. After
a long development history with little revealed
of the game until fairly recently, there was a
bubble of hype surrounding its release. With the
initial free roaming sandbox style abandoned
at some stage of the development and the PC
version cancelled due to suspected Microsoft
wrangling, there was a lot of pressure for the
title to really deliver. So, 5 years after the initial
announcement, has it been worth waiting for?
Taking place in the quiet, rural town of Bright
Falls and the surrounding area, the game’s story
follows successful horror writer Alan Wake and his
wife Alice. Suffering from writer’s block they take

Alan wake

a holiday in this sleepy idyll but it isn’t long before
things take a darker turn. Instead of collecting
a key to their booked cabin, a sinister lady
hands them a key to an island retreat sat on the
incredibly deep Cauldron Lake. All seems well until
darkness falls and Alice disappears. Alan regains
consciousness to find he has lost a week of his life
and has no recollection of what has happened.
With the discovery of pages from a book he
doesn’t remember writing, sinister dark forces and
a spouse to rescue, the story covers a lot of ground.
With such an important narrative drive in
the game, it is very important for the plot to
be interesting and engaging and thankfully
this is excellent on both counts. While Wake’s
character is a little bland and depressed you do
begin to get attached to him and as the story
twists and turns you find yourself eager to press
on. Thankfully there are some great support
characters, including Alan’s geeky New York
agent Barry Wheeler and a pair of ageing, insane
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rock stars, to provide some light relief which
surprisingly had me chuckling a few times. The
game is divided into 6 episodes, similar to those
you would usually find in DLC packages, with
each section covering a different key chapter in
the story. This presentation didn’t always seem
necessary and did break up the flow of the game
with a song playing between chapters. However,
as each section ends at a pivotal moment and has
a quick recap this doesn’t spoil the enjoyment.
The split also lets you gauge your progression
and feels rewarding, usually motivating you to at
least complete an episode in a gaming session.
Alongside a strong story and characters, Alan
Wake’s production values are equally refined.
The visuals are hauntingly impressive with really
outstanding lighting throughout the whole title.
There’s some nice variety in the settings you
find yourself in, with some episodes beginning
at dusk or during the day. Despite much of the
game taking place during the dark, the graphics
impress with dark fog swirling atmospherically and
water glistening with the moon. It’s appropriate
and evocative stuff which really helps to create
an atmosphere as you wander through the
back woods battling your enemies. Sound is
similarly impressive with one of the best game

soundtracks I’ve heard in a long while. Including
both licensed music and a striking score it’s always
memorable and fits in perfectly with the title.
However, the most important element of any
game is how well it plays and Alan Wake does have
a few slight issues. The majority of the gameplay
involves third-person shooting with some
interesting new mechanics. As the enemies, or “the
Taken” as they are called by Alan, are all tainted
by darkness you must initially fight them with
light. Each enemy has a layer of darkness coating
them which must first be removed by burning it
off with a flashlight or anything bright enough to
do the job. Once this blackness is gone you can
then damage the enemies with gunfire and finish
them off. This is initially both fresh and unusual
and some of the weapons are very satisfying to
employ. Igniting a signal flare drives any attacking
foes backwards and can buy you extra time if you
need temporary respite from a tough battle. A
flare gun acts as a kind of rocket launcher, being
powerful enough to kill groups of foes in a single
shot and Special Forces-style flashbangs perform
a similar role. Despite some nice light-based
weaponry, the standard arsenal of guns is limited
to only four weapons which is a little restricted.
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tense and desperate survival
encounters where you would
be forced to use all of your
skills. At times it was also a lot
easier to cut and run, using
flares and flashbangs to make
it to the next checkpoint.

To begin with each encounter with the Taken feels
exhausting and tense, as it really is a battle for survival.
Yet as the game progresses the enemy types never
really change and you find yourself battling the same
limited groups where you soon adopt appropriate
strategies for each. As such the combat tends to feel a
little repetitive as each encounter is usually signposted
in advance by the positioning of extra items and some
subtle in-game signals. With a few more enemy types to
add a greater variety the game would feel more intense
and you would be forced to adopt more strategies.
The highlights of the combat came late in the game
with large groups of enemies attacking, leading to

While the combat does get
a little monotonous, it never
feels like a chore thanks to
an intuitive control system
and an easy to use dodging
mechanism which is essential
on the harder difficulties.
Similarly, the pacing of the title is very well managed
with the combat broken up with a few small puzzles
and some daytime and dusk sections to help
expand the narrative. At first you’d expect the title
to be more of a horror game with the setting and
story, but Alan Wake never really scares being more
action orientated. This isn’t especially a criticism as it
certainly works, but don’t go expecting any frights.
The title doesn’t have much replay value, other than
a positive slew of collectibles scattered throughout
the levels. While some of these provide a few cryptic
hints at the story such as radio and television shows,
others have a more direct bearing on events such
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as the manuscript pages which often reveal future
plot points. However others seem to be there for
achievement purposes, including coffee flasks and
can towers which are a bit of a slog to collect. Having
to replay the game on the hardest difficulty to collect
some of the pages may also frustrate some, but it’s
a nice incentive to uncovering more of the plot.

Alan Wake is certainly a polished and intelligent game
and there is a lot to entertain action and adventure
fans. The story and its conclusion won’t be to everyone’s
taste, as it is both unusual and a little undefined but
personally I enjoyed this. The restricted enemy types and
somewhat repetitive combat are the biggest drawbacks,
but these are only a minor frustration in an otherwise
highly recommended title. With a tantalising postcredit sequence and an incoming DLC pack it seems
that this story has plenty more chapters left in store.

Written by

playability
longevity
graphics
sound
overall

Chris Wakefield
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NEED TO KNOW
Publisher
Players
Released
Age Rating

MTV
Single/Multi
June, 2010
Teen

Since the rhythm genre’s explosion in
popularity over the last few years, the Rock
Band and Guitar Hero series have constantly
battled for supremacy. Rock Band’s focus on
providing diverse and regular downloadable
content has proven popular with both fans
and critics alike and the core gameplay still
remains fun and challenging to both groups
of casual fans and more hardcore players.
When The Beatles: Rock Band was released
last September to enormous commercial
and critical success, both in and out of the
industry, it was simply a matter of time before
another band specific title appeared.

When Green Day: Rock Band was first announced
at the end of last year it came as something of
a surprise. While a standalone band-centred
game was not particularly shocking, choosing
Green Day as the group certainly stunned
some. The band is definitely popular and well
known, but it remained to be seen whether or
not there was enough challenge and variety
in their music. Similarly, the set list would
have to reflect the diverse and lengthy career
the band has enjoyed since the late 1980s
As soon as the game begins the distinctive visual
style becomes apparent, with some carefully
thought out menu and loading screen designs
reflecting the band’s style aptly. This degree of
attention to detail extends to the level design
with three fitting venues that reflect different
stages in Green Day’s career. These are the Milton
Keynes National Bowl (familiar with fans from the
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live album Bullet in a Bible), a fictional warehouse
location similar to those the band would have
played in, in their early career days and finally an
old-school theatre in California. However, while
these locations are all well designed and show
the progression of the band, the fact that there
are only three is a real disappointment. Most
other band-specific titles have a myriad of venues,
so the small number is rather disappointing,
especially considering some of the big-name
gigs that Green Day has performed. The band
themselves look fantastic and the motion-capture
really adds to the feeling of a live gig, with each
song having specific actions which sets it apart
from the more generic actions from other titles.
Aside from the immediate stylistic changes the
core gameplay of the Rock Band series remains
unchanged. For both the guitar and bass you
must strum while holding down the fret buttons
while notes move towards you on a highway in
the centre of the screen. On the harder difficulties
this becomes more complex with the addition
of increased notes, a faster scrolling speed of the
highway, hammer-ons and pull-offs and so on.
The drums use a similar highway system with the

coloured gems corresponding to the pads with
horizontal lines on the pathway indicating a pedal
note. Finally, vocals are handled using a karaoke
method which provides you with the vocals to
the songs and then assess your performance
using the pitch of your voice as a measurement.
Despite being the same mechanics as ever
they still work well and prove that a simple but
effective system can still work several years on.
However, the real test for a rhythm action title
is the quality of the songs not only in how they
sound but how they play across the instruments,
which has been a problem in many recent standalone games. Thankfully, the sound quality itself
is excellent with every song coming direct from
the master recordings, which has become the
standard nowadays. The soundtrack itself is more
likely to divide opinion with 47 tracks present
from the game, though these tend to focus on
specific areas of Green Day’s career. No material
is present from the band’s earliest and rawest
punk albums due to problems with the master
recordings, which is a real shame. While there have
been some suggestions that some songs may
be released at a future point as downloadable
content, this currently seems unlikely. Also
underrepresented is the period between
Dookie and American Idiot, which still had
a lot of interesting material despite moving
away from their traditional style. This means
there are only 3 songs from Insomniac, 3 songs
from Nimrod and 2 songs from Warning. By
contrast the remaining 39 songs come from
only three albums (21st Century Breakdown,
American Idiot and Dookie). It would have
been nice to see this different period of the
band’s history explored to boost the set-list
and provide a bit more variety among the
songs. One further issue is the presence of
censored songs, most noticeably the pause
during American Idiot, which does take
some of the edge away from the group.
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Despite this selective compilation, the inclusion of
two complete albums (American Idiot and Dookie) is
particularly welcome and they really help to show why
Green Day is so popular. Their most recent album, 21st
Century Breakdown is present, although incomplete,
but the missing songs are available as downloadable
content. Even though the songs are focused on the
more recent albums, perhaps understandably so,
fortunately they are enjoyable to play. While Green Day
is not a band noted for the complex fret shredding,
the song selection creates a good challenge on both
guitar and bass which scales nicely as the career
progresses. The drums provide a solid selection of
tracks with some tricky songs towards the end of the
career mode, though nothing as challenging as those

found in the previous Rock Band games. Surprisingly
the vocals are enjoyable to sing along to and there
are several songs which are both testing and fun.
In order to boost the playability of the career, which
takes place over several sets in the three venues, there
are various Green Day unlockables available. For each
song you play in the career, achieving scores of 3 and
5 stars will unlock different photographs with a bonus
for completing all the songs in a set. Successfully
beating songs also unlocks “Cred” which is used to
buy challenges, such as play the entire American Idiot
album in a playlist. Completing these challenges will
earn videos from throughout Green Day’s career from
across the venues. While these unlockable bonuses
aren’t as well integrated as some other titles, they are
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still a nice feature
to have although
it will take some
time and effort to
unlock them all.
While it is certainly
true that the core
appeal of Green
Day: Rock Band
lies with real fans
of their music to
begin with, there
is certainly a lot to
be recommended to casual and party players. There
are some well known tracks that are great to play

in the company of friends and the difficulty curve
should accommodate both casual players and more
experienced ones. However the title can’t escape the
limited musical range that Green Day has as a band
and the concentration on certain elements of their
career may put some people off. The game does well
in justifying itself as an expansion rather than 47
downloadable songs, although this won’t necessarily
make you rush out and buy it if you aren’t already one
of the band’s fans. For the more hardcore Rock Band
fan base, this title is more difficult to recommend, but
for any Green Day fans and party players, then there’s a
lot worse things you can do with plastic instruments.
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Chris Wakefield

7.5/10

Coming Next Issue.

